Title word cross-reference

#1 [Mat14a]. #53 [Hes03]. #P [HV95].

{0, 1} [Vio09]. $139.95$ [Cha09]. 2 [Hem06a, SS06]. $28.00$ [Jon94]. 3
[Sto73a, Sto73b]. $33.95$ [Gas05a]. $37.50$ [Sta93]. $39.50$ [Gas94, O’R92a].
$39.95$ [Mak93, Pan93]. 3$x + 1$ [Sch97]. $46.25$ [Vla94]. $49.50$ [Hen93].
$49.95$ [Pur93, Rie93, Sis93, Zwa93]. 4$x + 4$ [Shy78a]. $51.48$ [Pap05b].
$54.95$ [Oli04b]. $60.00$ [Ada11]. $69.00$ [Mik93]. $72.00$ [Oli04c]. $79.95$
[Bea07]. $\infty$ [Lit92]. $A = B$ [PWZ96, Kre00]. e [Bla96, Mao94]. i [GKP96]. i, n
[GKP96]. k [GG86]. $\lambda$ [Di 95, Lea97]. N [Nis78, GKP96]. $n \times 2$ [BBG94].
$O(n \log n)$ [Qia87]. $O(\log \log n)$ [AM75]. $O(n^{\log_2 7} \log n)$ [Boo77]. p
[Gal74, LP92]. P $= \text{NP}$ [Lip10]. $\pi$ [Bla97, Mil99, SW01, Hem03a, Puc00].
$\Sigma*$ [Swe87]. $\sqrt{-1}$ [Nah98].

- Aha [Gas09b]. - Calculus [Di 95, Hem03a, Lea97, Mil99, SW01, Puc00].
- colorability [Sto73a, Sto73b]. - complete [Gal74]. - hard [BBG94].

1
-shovelers [LP92]. -stage [Hem06a, SS06].

//cstheory.stackexchange.com [CEG+10]. /Heidelberg [Gri10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>[Kri08, Law06, Lou05, Mos05, Oli06, Pap10, Pri10, Vio04, Wan05, dW07].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-201</td>
<td>54886-0 [Vla94]. 0-262-07143-6 [Sta93]. 0-262-08306-X [Wil04].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-262</td>
<td>19475-9 [Wil04]. 0-262-52258-6 [Mos05]. 0-387-00152-2 [Law06].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-387</td>
<td>55597-8 [Mik93]. 0-387-97664-7 [Sis93]. 0-444-82841-9 [Oli06].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521</td>
<td>39115-6 [Lou05]. 0-521-39196-2 [JK92]. 0-521-40044-9 [Pur93].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-40347-2</td>
<td>[Rie93]. 0-521-40436-3 [Pan93]. 0-521-40446-0 [O'R92a].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-521-80816-2</td>
<td>[Pri10]. 0-8176-3593-9 [Hen93]. 0-8176-3625-0 [Mos05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-8176-3719-2</td>
<td>[Gas94]. 0-8176-4127-0 [dW07]. 0-8186-7200-5 [Mos05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-8218-2121-0</td>
<td>[Kri08]. 0-8218-2161-X [dW07]. 00PM [Gas06e]. '07 [Bor07b].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 | [Ful10, Knu11, Spr06, Was08a, vS16b, Che79c, LaT11]. 1-58488-421-5 [Spr06]. 1-58488-518-1 [Was08a]. 1-58488-551-3 [Ful10]. 100th [Pud06]. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>113pp</td>
<td>[Hen93]. 14th [Kan14]. 16271 [FRRS17, We17b]. 179pp [JK92].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[AP98, Lon97, PD98, RW99, Sim04, To06, Wan97, Gol00a]. 1998 [Cha05, Lon98]. 1999 [Gas06e, Lee03b, Pet04, Rie99b].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 | [Law06, Pri10, vS16c]. 2000 [Bla06, Irw03a, Irw08, Kel08e, Mar03a, Wid03]. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>[Dav06a, Ess05, Hes03, Irw03b, Lee03a, Mas03, Náv04, Pap05a, Wei03].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>[Dav05, Kin05, Kin06, McN04, Tay04]. 2003 [Bor07a, Dan06, Gas05b, Gle05, Kre07, Nat07, Nat10, Rau08, Sha10a, Zha04, Zha05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>[Dav06b, Dav08b, Gas04a, Kat06b, Les06, Raj04e]. 2005 [Aar07, Afr05, Ben06, Dav08c, Feh05, Gas10g, Kat06a, Kat07, Rog08, Sch06, Sta07, Tal09, Ter08, Wer10]. 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 | [Ful10, Vio04]. 3-540-66783-0 [dW07, Vio04]. 372pp [Rie93]. |
4 [Rog08]. **419pp** [Sta93]. **427pp** [Sis93]. 4a [Rog13]. 4th [Bón11b, Bón11c, FK89, Pro90].

5 [Mos05, Spr06].

6 [Kos74a, Lou05, Mur10]. 60 [GMS74]. **60th** [Wel15b]. 691 [Sta89]. 6th [Par00c].

**717pp** [Vla94].

88/89 [Hem15d].


= [Gas10f, Gas12f, Yli04].

A.K [Con03]. **Aanderaa** [LS74]. **Aaron** [Fur11, Gas16c]. **Aaronson** [Gas07h, Gre13]. **Aarts** [Mar09a]. **Abadi** [Pos99]. **Abdennadher** [Oli04a]. **Abelson** [Gas09a]. **ability** [DLM07]. **Abstract** [Bau17, McN04, Par02b, Akm92, Ball93, Cohn93b, CH06, Cul82, Di 93, Ead93, EKP79, GW97, Kan93, Kau93, Lio93, Mil72a, O’H98, Pac93, Sug93, Tam93, Tol93, dFR93, vLL76].

**abstract/concrete** [Cul82]. **Abstractions** [Jac06, Lee10]. **Abstracts** [Sta76a, SIG83a, SIG83b, SIG83c, SIG84a, SIG84b, SIG84c, Cha73a, SIG82b].

**academe** [Cor83]. **Academic** [Bor07a, Kre07]. **acceptance** [Her00b].

accepting [Pet94]. **Access** [Aar07, Wil06, Lew14, SvL74]. **Accountability** [Ros02a]. **Aceto** [Zwa93]. achievements [Lou91]. **Ackermann** [McB92, PM80]. **ACM** [ACM12, Kos74a, Chr04a, Kei08a, Kei08b, Kei08c, Kei09a, Kei09b, Kei09c, Puc05a, Puc06a, Raj01a, Raj01b, Raj02c, Raj02d, Raj02e, Raj03a, Raj03b, Raj03c, Raj04a, Raj04b, Raj05a, Raj05b, Raj06a, Raj06b, S07, Vit00]. **Action** [Ace92, Mos92, Rie93, Zwa93].

**Active** [Jan01, McC01]. **Activities** [Gur94, SP07, Ros95c]. activity [GP89].

acyclic [Kos97]. **ad** [Raj02a]. **Adam** [Bar12]. **Adams** [Gas10e, Bón12]. **Add** [Kre01]. **Addendum** [McB87a, SS04a]. **Addison** [Che82, Gas09a, Mai80, Puc03, Rog08, Vla94, Fah04]. **Addison-Wesley** [Che82, Mai80, Rog08, Vla94, Fah04]. additive [Tre09, Tew14]. address [FKR08, Via08b]. **Adiabatic** [CCD15]. **Adjeroh** [Neu10]. **Adleman** [Her83].

**advance** [SIG82b]. **Advanced** [AW98, AW04, Bra08, Jan10a]. **Advances** [Gas13e, DBHHT94, Din13, Hem99]. **Advantages** [Con09, Gas11a, Por12, HV95, Hro09]. advertisement [Joh96b]. **Advice** [BFK’16]. **Adware** [Ayc11, Wer13]. **Affairs** [Gas07c]. **affine** [Bha13].

affine-invariant [Bha13]. **Afoot** [Kri08, McH00]. afraid [Par98a]. After [ALL08, Gas09a, Ing83]. again [Ros05b]. **Agarwal** [O’R92a]. **Age** [Bla12].
agenda [BCvR09]. Agents [Mil09, Pap10]. Aggregability [KS06b].
aggregation [Chr14]. Aha [Gas09h, Gar06, Gas09h]. Aho [Ben73a, Weg74].
Aigner [Böni1c, Boo10, Nag16]. al [Irw03a]. Alan [All98, Dav11, McN04, Sha13, Wil10a, Hem14a, Pet08]. Albert [Cha09, Gas10a, Gle05, Lou18, Ste11b]. Albert-Láaszló [Lou18]. Alberto [Gas15i, Irw03b]. Aldous [Mas00b]. Alecos [Gas10b]. Alekhnovich [Raz07]. Alessandro [Sri10]. Alevaris [Oli04b]. Alex [Gas06e, Gas14h, Har11]. Alexander [Gas09c, Gas16f, Jam08, Kri08, Wil04, Zha05, Gas15d].
Alexandr [Kel16a]. Alfred [FF04, Les06]. Algebra [BDK01, Cal12, DFM07, FM08, Gas12a, MMW06, Sho05, Sho09, TM11, Tse91, Vin09, Xie12, Che06, Grl10, HWR09, Ses09, Tay02, Gre16f, Kat06a, Mik02]. Algebraic [Bar09, BCS97, Coh93a, Coh95, Coh96, EKP79, FM15, Gin75, Her00b, Kel08e, Mos12, Sti93, Sti09, TM11, Vin09, BHH99, Bur72, Eil76, Fit11, Kopr11, Nag17a, To06]. Algebras [Ace92, GPP83, Zwa93].
ALGO [vS12b]. Algol [GMS74]. Algorithm [GT02, Kar11, Kel16a, Kel09a, Knu77b, Lei07, McN99, Sav74, Ski98, Ski08, Buh96, HN14, Her83, Hua03, Kiel10b, Kos97, KT98, Mof83, Mor97, Qia87, Ram94, Weg74, Ang76, Nar14, Návo4].
algorithmanes [Lew78]. Algorithmic [APR16, Azi10a, BS08, BV07, Chi86, Chr05a, Col10, CHK+09, DH10, Edw08, FM09, FRRSA17, Hro09, IP05, Jon09, KLI0, LO05, NRTV07, Puc05b, SLB09, dV16, VGO5, Wel16a, Wel17b, All72, Ay12, Bón09a, Gas13d, Gas15c, Law06, Lev10, Por12, Ste12, Zev13].
Algorithms [Gas13f, Hro03, Kel16b, Mar15a, Mas03]. Algorithms [Ag91, Amb17, AL07, Ata99, AB09b, AB10, Baa78, Baa88, BV00, BF+15, BS79, BP05, BS98, Bor09a, BFK+16, BO06, CH15, Cha09, CS91, CHL07, CL17, Das92, DPV08, Dea09, DO07, Dey07, Die04, DLO05, DP09, Ead93, Edmo8, FB10, FGT17, Gasi4, Gho07, GT97, GT01, GT04, GT06, GT10, Gre16f, GK1, GK2, GK90, GK07, Gus97a, HT03, Hna09, Her02a, Hoc97b, Hua4, Jan10b, Jen01, JS03, Jun99, Jun05, Jun08, Kat07, Khu01, Khu02, Khu12, Kin15, Km97, Knu00, Kor93, Kor02, KV08, KV12, KR03, Kye09, Lab12, Lee02b, Led92, Lev07, Lev12, Mas00a, Mas01a, Mav09, McC01, MS08, MB05, MO05, Mru13, O’R92a, OP06, Pit00, RZ09, RS91b, Ros03c, Sch04, Shaa92, She08, She10, Sot10, Sta07, Sta92]. Algorithms [Sto02, SS06, Tam93, Tuo06, Tel00, Va09, dV18, Wel95e, Wel15a, Wel15c, Zeu89, Zeu92, dB+97, dB+00, dB+08, vs15, vS16a, vS16b, vS16c, vS17a, vS17b, vS18, Aal03, Amb04, Azi14, BY95, BS84, vC08, Che13, Chr04e, Chr05d, CKM06, Chr08b, Chr09a, Chr10a, Chr10b, Chr11, DKKW05, DBHHT94, Fut11, Fra85, Gal75, GL80, Goo03, HN14, HWR09, Hem06a, HW12, HEST2, Iva02b, Jaw05, Jon72, Kn11, KV00, KV02, Kor06, KS99, KO11, KM10, LP10, Mat97, MM99, Pas99, Pru98, Puc05b, RS88, RS91a, Ros03a, Ros04d, Ros04e, Ros05c, SB14, Ski99, Sub95, Sud00, Vis91, Wel14b, WS11, vS12a, vS12b, vS13, vS14a, vS14b, Hoc97a, Kel09b, MR95, Par95a, Thu90, Wel17c, Chal12, Con03, Dav06b, EA10, Fah04, Fah05]. Algorithms [FM11, For04, Gre17g, Lab13, Lam13, Mar03a, McN01b, Mik11, Pop12, Sga09, Srin, Ste11a, Wil04, Xie12, dW07, Apo14a, Cad13, Kin14.
GL80, WS11, BS98. Apress [Ter08]. April [Gol00a, PD98]. Apt [Aro98].
Arbitrary [Che79c, VV78, Sta87, XL93]. architecture [BBAGP09].
Architectures [Das92, Lei92, Eya13]. Arcs [Ros77]. Area [Di 93, FFMS94].
Argumentation [Bau17]. arguments [CP13]. Ariel [Nag17b, Zim13].
Arendal [Jos88]. Arrows [Gol80, Rie82, Tsa82].
Aroha [Alo85]. Art [BQ03, Gas05b, Gas10b, Knu11, Rog08, Rog13, Sha07].
Arthur [Gas05b, Gre16g, Sha07]. Asper [Sha96]. Arti [Mol07].
Ashdod [Ric06]. Asheim [Zwa97]. Askenazi [Alf74].
Asymmetric [Ric06, Sha07]. Asymmetry [Sha07]. Asymptotic [Sha07].
Asymptotics [Sha07]. Asynchronous [Ray05, Chri05, Rey05].
Atallah [Pap12]. Atlee [Har91]. Atlee [Har91]. Atkinson [Gor92].
Atanasov [Gor92]. Attacker [Gas05b, Sha07]. Attack [Gas05b, Sha07].
Attraction [Gas05b, Sha07]. Attraction [Gas05b, Sha07]. Attractor [Gas05b, Sha07].
Audacity [Gas05b, Sha07]. Augmented [Gas05b, Sha07].
Augmentation [Gas05b, Sha07]. Augment [Gas05b, Sha07].
Avignon [Gas05b, Sha07]. Average [Wan97]. Average-case [Wan97].
Average-case [Wan97]. Award [Rod09, Ano13]. Awarded [Peli13].
Awareness [San84]. Axial [All72]. Axiomatic [All72]. Axioms [Lon71, FKW94, Li04].
Aycock [San10, Wer13]. Base [Cal13, Cha12, Coh07, Kat14b, Kin15, Kum13, LaT11, Mas01b, Mat14b].
Baader [Nar00]. Baase [Zeu89]. Bachelor [Tho93]. Back [FFGH08].
Backlash [Ros95d]. Backlog [Rav90a, Wei95a, Wei95b, Wei96a]. Backwards [Ros00c].
Badly [Ree71]. Baets [Cal12]. Bags [GLMW96]. Bake [Gre17e].
Barney [Bla06]. Barreil [FPE04]. Barriers [Gas15c]. Barrow [Azi10b].
Barrow-Green [Azi10b]. Barry [Bón11a, Papi11]. Barwise [Dek98].
Baseball [Alb03, Gle05]. Based [Amo99, LB99, OR99a, Ogó1, RW99, WG00, HR00, Jon72, Jor83, Kho05, Khu05b, KGO10, Par00c].
Basel [For99]. Basic [Elm11, Gas09b, Gol01, Kin97, Jen97, Kat05, Kre01, MS08, Mik93, Puc03, TS96, TS00, Avo1, FB14, Pos98]. Basics [Dwy03, Wan05, Gol10a]. Basin [Dav11, Kat13b]. Basis [Lov78, MW93, Che79a]. Basten [Cal12]. Bauer [Azi13, Kil12]. Baum
Dek98, Dek99b, Dek99a, Dye11, Eil76, EA09, EA10, Elr11, Ess05, Fab11,
Fah04, Fah05, Fal07, FM08, FM09, FM11, Fit11, For99, For04, Fri10, Fri11,
Ful10, Fur11, Gas94, Gas97a, Gas97b, Gas98a, Gas98b, Gas98c, Gas98d].

**Book**
[Gas99a, Gas99b, Gas99c, GK99, Gas99e, Gas00a, Gas00b, Gas00c, Gas00d,
Gas00e, Gas01a, Gas02a, Gas04a, Gas05b, Gas05a, GKKK06, Gas07c,
Gas07b, Gas07d, Gas09a, Gas09b, Gas09e, Gas10b, Gas10e, Gas10d, Gas10a,
Gas10c, Gas10f, Gas11a, Gas11b, Gas12a, Gas14c, Gas15a, Gle05,
Gol00a, Gol00b, Gre07, Gre15a, Gre15b, Gre15c, Gre16a, Gre16b, Gre16c,
Gre16d, Gre17a, Gre17b, Gre17c, Gre17d, Gre18a, Gre18b, Gru10, dOG10,
Gup98, Har10, Har11, Hen03a, Hen09, Hen93, Her00a, Her77, Hess03, Ira12,
Irw03a, Irw03s, Irw08, Ist00, Iva02a, JK92, Jam98, Jan08f, Jan08b, Jan10b,
Jan10a, Jan01, Joh10, Jou94, Kar11, Kat06a, Kat06b, Kat07, Kat12, Kel08c,
Kel09a, Klu98a, Kin05, Kin06, Kin11, Khu98a, Kle98, Kop11, Kle00, Kre07, Kri99].

**Book**
[Kri00, Kri08, Kye09, LaT11, Law06, Lea97, Lea00, Lee03a, Lee03b,
Lee10, Les06, Lev10, Lew78, Lou05, Low12, Lur99, Mai80, Mak99, Mak93,
Mar03a, Mar09a, Mas00b, Mas00a, Mas01a, Mas01b, Mas02, Mas03, Mav02,
Mav09, McN04, McN99, McN01a, Mei10, Mel11, Mie11, Mik02, Mik93, Mik11,
MT04, Mon10, Mur10, Nar00, Nat07, Nat10, Náv04, Neh99, Neu10, O’R92a,
OR99a, Oli01, Oli04a, Oli04c, Oli04b, Oli06, Pan93, Pap11, Pap12a, Pap05b,
Pap05a, Pap10, Par11, Pet04, Pin10, Pos98, Pos99, Pri10, Pru00, Puc00,
Puc01b, Puc01a, PC03, Puc05c, Pur93, Pur97, Rau08, Re01, Re07, Rey11,
Rie93, Rie10, Rog08, Roj12, Rot07, San10, Sar03, Scho, Scho, Sch08b,
Sga09, Sga10, Sha10a, Sha12a, Sim04, Sin99, Sis93].

**Books**
[Sm101, Sm09, Soi09, Sot10, Spr03, Spr06, Spr08, Spr09, Sot06, Sot10,
Sta07, Sta10, Sta93, Ste11b, Ste11a, Sub78, Sza12, Tal09, TA95, Tas99,
TBG95, Tay04, Ter08, Ter11, TM11, Ts06, Upa10, Vio4, Vla94, Wan05,
Was08a, Was08c, Wer10, Wid03, Wil04, Wil10a, Wil10c, Wil10b, Wil10d,
Yan11a, Yan11b, You99, Zue89, Zue92, Zha04, Zha05, Zwa93, yea00a, Gas99d,
Gas01c, Gas01d, Gas01e, Gas02c, Gas02d, Gas02e, Gas02f, Gas03a, Gas03b,
Gas03c, Gas03d, Gas04b, Gas04c, Gas04d, Gas05c, Gas05d, Gas05e, Gas06a,
Gas06b, Gas06c, Gas06d, Gas07e, Gas07f, Gas08c, Gas08d, Gas08a,
Gas09d, Gas09e, Gas09f, Gas09g, Gas10h, Gas10i, Gas10j, Gas10k, Gas11c,
Gas11d, Gas11e, Gas11f, Gas12b, Gas12c, Gas13d, Gas13a, Gas14a].

**book**
[Gas14b, Hac09, Kat05, Puc07a, AZ98, AZ99, AZ01, AZ04, AZ10, Bón11c].

**Books**
[Bla06, GKKK06, Gas09b, Gas09f, Ree01].

**Boolean**
[Apo16, Yel78, Ang76, ASU86, BCRV03, Boo77, CK02, CH10, HHH98, Mul69,
RST15, Shy78b, BCRV04, Gas13e, Kan13, Tay04, Azi14].

**Börger**
[Sim04].

**Borodin**
[You99].

**Boston**
[For99, Jam98, MT04].

**both**
[Che81].

**bound**
[Che74, CK89, Jul92, Kau88, Will11, dJV175].

**boundary**
[Mi172a].

**Bounded**
[GM99, KA89b, GK80, KA89a, LS78, Mac95, Pet94, For99].

**Bounds**
[Kay18, Sha10a, Shp03, HHR97, Vio09, Vio17, Wel14c].

**Boxer**
[Wel03].

C

[Apo12, Cal12, Dav05, Jan10b, Kin05, Kin06, Kin15, Mar15a, Pap12a, Pap05a, Ter08, Wan12, HSO1, O’94d, RZ09, We95e, WK01, Wel05, Dek99b].

Cabinet [Gas09h, Ste09]. Calc [Ada09a, Gas10c]. Calculated [Gas10a]. Calculi [Lea00, Han94]. Calculus [BM07, Di 95, Gas10a].

Calculate [Gas09h, Ste09]. Calculating [Sin72]. calculations [McB85, McB87a].

Calculus [Lea00, Han94]. Calculus [BM07, Di 95, Gas10a].

Calculus [BM07, Di 95, Gas10a].

Call [Kan14].

Can [BT08, Con09, Gas11a, Sei01a, Vis91, AF14, Cas13]. canonical [Gas10a].

Cantone [Irw03b]. Capocelli [Gas10a]. capturing [Hof00]. Cardelli [Pos99].

Carl [Mat14a, Sha12a, Sta93]. Carlo [Gas00a, Maz14, Mou10]. Carmit [Kat12]. Carol [Xie12]. Carsten [Her13]. Casanova [Pop12].

Case [RS91b, Wil06, BHR99, Dwy90, HW12, KW81, RS91a, DLO09].

Casual [Wil11].

Category [Tse91, GMS74]. Catherine [Dav05, Mar15a, Mou10].

causes [McG72b].

celling [Ang91].

Celebration [Wel15b].

cellular [Hem08a, Mar08b]. censor [HG00]. Center [Oli04c, KW07].

Central [Bón12, Ada74, Ada09b]. Centre [Che80]. Centrum [Che79c].

Century [Fre01, Gas07b, Had15, Kar00, Gas15f]. certain [Gas75].

Chabane [Mie11]. Chaitin [Tas99]. Challenge [Kre01, GJM02, Raj00, RW94, Dav05].

Challenges [CCD15, Con09, FS15, Gas11a, Har15, GJM02, Lou91, SR03, Vio17].

Challenging [Mit01a]. Chance [AN09, Gas10a, Now02, Gas10a].

Change [Ken05, Fri10]. changed [She14]. changing [Che07]. Chapman
Gre17b, Gre17c, Gre17d, Gre18a, Gre18b, Gro14, Hem14e, Hem15a, Hem15b, Hem15c, Hem15d, Hem16a, Hem16b, Hem16c, Hem17a, Hem17b, Hem17c, Hem18a, Hem18b, Hua14, KA89b, Kay18, Kei08b, Kel14d, Kel15a, Kel15b, Kel15c, Kel15d, Kel16c, Kel16d, Kel16e, Kel17a, Kel17b, Kel17c, Kel17d, Kel18a, Kel18b, KL16, KS16, Lin92b, OW17, O’R94c, Pig15, Raz16].

Column [RST15, Sha17, SS06, Tan16, Wei95c, Wei95d, Wei96b, Wei14d, Wei15a, Wei15b, Wei15c, Wei15d, Wei16a, Wei16b, Wei16c, Wei16d, Wei17a, Wei17b, Wei17c, Wei17d, Wei18a, Wei18b, vS15, vS16a, vS16b, vS16c, vS17a, vS17b, vS18, yea00a, AAV13, Ber92, Bha13, Bra90a, Bra89b, Bra89a, Bra90b, BI08, yC08, Che11b, Chr04a, Chr04b, Chr04c, Chr04f, Chr05c, Chr05d, CKM06, Chr08a, Chr08b, Chr09a, Chr09b, Chr10a, Chr10b, Chr11, CP13, DO99, Dm12, DT12, DJ13a, DJ13b, DT14, DLM07, Dvi09, Dwo89, Dwo90, Dwo96, Gas99d, Gas01c, Gas01d, Gas01e, Gas02c, Gas02d, Gas02e, Gas02f, Gas03a, Gas03b, Gas03c, Gas03d, Gas04b, Gas04c, Gas04d, Gas05c, Gas05d, Gas05e, Gas06a, Gas06b, Gas06c, Gas06d, Gas07e, Gas07f, Gas07g, Gas08c, Gas08d, Gas08a, Gas09d].

combinatoires [Knu76b, Lew78]. Combinatorial
Combinatorics [BS08, BC+91, Bón08a, Bón09a, Bón13b, Dav08a, FS09, GGL95, Har11, HHM00, HHM08, Ios07, Kri99, KRY09, Lot05, Mar98, Maz14, Maz10, Rob84, RT05, SD08, Wan97, Bón14, Cha08, Lee11, Tre09, Bón10b, Bón11a, Bón13a, Gas99b, Gas15b, Ham13, Lee03b, Mie11, Pap11, FB14, Tew14, Abr11, Bón09b, Cad11, Mou10]. Combinatory [Sta84a, Sta84b].

combining [AAH11]. Come [Ros96c]. comic [Gas10b]. command [OB83].

coming [Ben73b]. Comments [Gre81, Lei91, Ric73]. Common [Gol06, Kei10a]. Communicating [Cal12, Dav06a, Mil99, Mil09, Pap10, GL84a, GL84b, Hut01, Puc00].

Communication [Big08, Gas13f, Gup02, Low12, FKW94, HaC09, San84, TS99, Cal13, Lib17].

Communications [Sal05a, AF14, Tal09, Wer10]. community [Gol92].

Commutative [Rup91]. Compact [AKR83]. Companion [Azi10b, GBGL08, Kei09a, Lei07, Cen02, HO01, Kat14b, Gas14e]. Company [Sub78]. Comparative [Kat05]. Comparison [vdBN04]. compendium [HW94]. competition [Gol12b]. Competitive [BFM+15, BEY05, Wil15e, You99].

Competitiveness [Chr07, CKM06, IMP11]. compiler [Lon72]. complementary [CC78].

complete [Aar05, Fra85, Gal74, GJ78, Gol77, Kri77, Lad75, McB91, Raj05d, Sch81, Sto73a, Sto73b]. completeness [Eps87, Gol10a, Nag13b].

Completions [Dun00]. Complex [AK90, VR07, Fer05, Knu11]. Complexity [Apo10, AB09a, Bau17, BCSS98, BCS97, Che11b, DF99, DH10, DK00, FFG96, FS15, Gas97a, Gas07h, Gas13f, Gas13e, Gas16a, GL80, Gol85b, GW18, Hem94a, Hem95, Hem96, HS97, Hem01a, Hem10a, HW12, Hem14e, Hem15a, Hem15b, Hem15c, Hem15d, Hem16a, Hem16b, Hem16c, Hem17a, Hem17b, Hem17c, Hem18a, Hem18b, LV97, LV08, OS14, Ol06, Raz16, RST15, Rot05, Sph03, Str94, TW06, To06, Wei15, Wel17c, Zim04, Afs82, AFG+96, ASU86, BA04, BCRV03, Boo84a, Boo84b, BI08, Cen02, Cha71, Cha73b, Che06, Eng89, FKW94, GC86, Gol08a, Gol10a, Gra82, GLMW96, Gup02, HW94, Hav71, Hem97b, Hem98, HS98, HO01, Hem01b, Hem01c, Hem01d, Hem02a, Hem02b, Hem02d, Hem02c, Hem03b, Hem03c]. complexity [Hem03d, Hem04, Hem05b, Hem05c, Hem06c, Hem06d, Hem06e, Hem08b, Hem08c, Hem09a, Hem09b, Hem09c, Hem09d, Hem10b, Hem11a, Hem11b, Hem11c, Hem11d, Hem12a, Hem12b, Hem12c, Hem13a, Hem13b, Hem14b, Hem14c, Hem14d, Ho00, Kei08d, Knu77a, Knu84b, Knu84a, KGO10, KL05, Kull13, LV93, O’Ro06c, PGW+96, Reg93, San84, Sha02, Sha13, TS99, Via05, Vol99, Will11, YZ91, Bir91, Hem94b, Lon97, Low98, Cen03, Chi15, Gas94, Ist00, Mil13, Teu13, All98, Fal07, McN01a, Rot07].

complexity-theoretic [BA04]. composition [Can06, Puc06b]. compound [Sug93]. Comprehensive [MMW06, LaT11]. Compression [ABM08, Neu10, Sal07, Wei15, Dav93, Hau12, Nas13]. Computability
Computable
[McN04, Par02b, LM73, Mil72b, Nou80].

Computation
[Amo05, Ata99, AB09b, AB10, Bal97, BCSS98, BEY05, BM07, CC76, CK02, Fur11, Gas99a, CM10, GW18, dOG12, HD09, Her13, HU79, HMU01b, HMU07, Hua98, Irw08, KSV02, Koz06, KM10, Pap12b, Ree77, Sav74, Sim00, Tay04, You99, All97, CPV04, Coo12, Cui82, FH06, FM06, Fer09, Goo93, Gop08, Hac09, HK84a, HK84b, Iva02b, KS10, Lee89, Lee90a, Lee90b, Lev91, Mac95, Par86, Raj04c, Raj06e, XL93, LP98, Sip96, dW07, Apo11, Apo12, Azi16, Dav08e, Dav09, Gre16h, HMU01a, Mai80, McN01a, Mos05, Sga12].

Computational
[ADFT15, AO98, ABC06, AB09a, BKM18, Ben98, Car15, Cen03, Cha71, Chr04b, Coh93a, Coh95, Coh96, DO99, DK00, Dum12, DT12, DJ13a, DJ13b, DT14, DJ14, Dum16, ED17, FM15, Gas07h, GFW17, Gol08a, Gol08b, Gus97a, Gus97b, Kat06a, KV95, Kel08e, KL16, Lab12, Mar03b, MO01, Nag17b, Nag18, O’R98, O’R89b, O’R89c, O’R89a, O’R90, O’R92b, O’R93, O’R94a, O’R94b, O’R94c, O’R94d, O’R95a, O’R95b, O’R95c, O’R96a, O’R96b, O’R97a, O’R97b, O’R97c, O’R98, O’R99b, O’R00a, O’R00b, O’R00c, O’R01, O’R02, O’R03, O’R04b, O’R04e, O’R06a, O’R07, O’R08a, O’R08b, O’R12, PW01, PW09, Raj04d, Raj06c, Raj06d, Rie99a, Sha17, Sho05, Sho09, Sof03, Spr09, Val09, Ven13a, Zim04, dB+97, dB+00, dB+08, AFG+96, Cha73b, FM14].

computational
[Gol10a, Gra82, JKL99, PGW+96, Pap13b, Pat72, Sha02, Vio17, Apo10, Hem94b, Apo10, Bor07a, Dek99b, Eso05, Kree07, Mas00a, Oli06].

computations
[BFK+79, CM72, Pud06].

Compute [Mor85].

Computers
[Amo99, LB99, OR99a, Ogi01, RW99, Ski01, WG00, Kei08b, Par00c, Yli05].

Computing [Agu12, Ano13, AW98, AW04, Bra94a, CCD15, COP01, CC76, Coo09a, Dwo95, FGK+02, Gol00b, HS01, Har15, Hirt01, Irw03b, Kat07, Kei08a, Kei08b, KS01, Kuz18, Lev97, Mar03a, MU05, Pap05a, Pit00, Puc01a, Raj02b, Sga13, Sta07, Upa16, Wan97, Wel14d, Wel15a, Wel15b, Wel15c, Wel15d, Wel16a, Wel16b, Wel16c, Wel16d, Wel17a, Wel17b, Wel17c, Wel17d, Wel18a, Wel18b, Yan02, YM08, Zal97a, Zom06, dW07, AAH11, BBAGP09,
Bau10, BCvR09, BR98, Bor09b, Bra94b, BT08, Cas02, CBS07, Chr04a, Cle08, CFF +97, DP08, Dwo89, Dwo90, Dwo96, Fic97, Geo09, GW97, Gre13, Hem99, Her83, HL08, HRR12, KS06a, Kei08c, Kei08e, Kei09a, Kei09b, Kei09c, Kei09d, Kei10a, Kei10d, Kei11a, Kei11b, Kei11c, Kei11d, Kei12a, Kei12b, Kei12c, Kei12d, Kei13a, Kei13b. computing

[Kei13c, Lev96, Lon71, Lou91, LP92, Puc05a, Puc06a, Raj00, Raj01a, Raj01b, Raj01c, Raj02c, Raj02d, Raj03a, Raj03b, Raj03c, Raj04a, Raj04b, Raj05a, Raj05b, Raj06a, Raj06b, SP07, Slo02a, Slo02b, SIG83c, Wel13, Wel14a, Wel14b, Wel14c, Zal97b, Zal99, ACM12, Ano13, CP74, Kei10b, Kei10c, Lat95a, Lat95b, Lat95c, Raj01d, Ric00, Zal97c, dW07, Her00a, Kil12, Ste77, Vio04, Lou89, Lou90, Lou95a, Lou95b, Lou95c, Lou96a, Lou96b, Lou97, Sar03, Sei97a, Sei97b, Sei97c, Sei98a, Sei98b, Sei98c, Sei98d, Sei99a, Sei99b, Sei00a, Sei00b, Sei00c, Sei01b, Sei01c, Sei02a, Sei02b, Sei02c.

conun [Hem02d]. Concentration [DP09, Sri10]. concept [FKR08, Via08b].

Concepts [AB09b, Jen97, Mik93, Kra07]. Conceptual [Apo10, Gol08b, Gol08a]. Concerning [GKKK06, BMO77, Fla05, Yli04].

Concise [Hau12, Par08]. Concrete [GKP89, Cul82, GKP88]. concurrency [Kei09a, Lam09, MM13]. Concurrent [AO91, AO97, AdBO09, Aro98, Hen09, Kuz18, MP92, Old91, RG06, Sch00, Sis93, Tan06, Wel18a, Kei12b, Per04, Upa10]. condition [vL76]. Conditions [Gas06e, Kas05]. Condilffe [Gas16h]. Condon [Ste12]. Conference [LRV10, Wan97, Dol07, Sim85, Sta76a, Cha73a]. confidentiality [Puc04b].

Confine [VS98]. Conflict [GH09, Wil13]. congestion [CK04, Puc04a].

Congruences [Coh08]. Conitzer [Nag17b]. conjecture [AAV13, GL02, LS74]. conjectures [Hem94a]. Conjugate [Wie83].


construction [Eng89, Mos12, Ten87]. Constructions [HL10, Sti08, Kat12]. Constructive [Con10, Edw05, Swe87]. constructors [Nou80]. constructs [GS80]. consumption [Lon71]. contest [SR03].

Context [Fas83, Spe93, Col93, Ell70, Fas86, GS80, Hut70]. Context-Free [Fas83, Spe93, Col93, Fas86, Hut70].


Cooperation [GH09, Bau10, Wil13]. Coordination [CK04, Puc04a].

Copernicus [GKKK06]. Cormack [Rub13]. Cornuéjols [Bor08]. correct [Jon72, Sha10b, Bru13]. corrected [Rob70]. Correcting [KS16, She97, Gur04, O R04d]. Correction [Kos74a, McG72b]. Corrections
Correctness [Bel07, Lon72, Sta10, Ash72, HES72, Weg74].

correlation [Vio09]. Correspondence [Irw08, Sim00]. Corrigendum [Km84b].

Cosmo [Lea97]. cost [KR01]. Costs [GW18]. Count

[BQ03, Con09, Gas05b, Gas11a, All97]. countability [Swe87].

count [Pet94]. countable [Swe87]. counting [Che11b, DLM07, HV95].

Courcelle [Cad14]. Course

[Aig07, Bon08b, Boo10, Cha98, Coh93a, Coh95, Coh96, Cou11, Kel08e, Pol09, Ros93c, Sch09, Sch06, Sha09, Sta89, Wil10b, Sav98, SP07, Gre17h]. courses

[Toy93, Ros93d]. cover [Khu02]. Covering [Cor01, Bor08]. cow

[Chr04d, Ros04c]. Cowell [Ree77]. Cozzens [Led16]. CRA [Ber92].

Cracker [FPE04]. cracking [FPE04]. Crana [Azi14, Kam13]. Crampton

[Nat07, Nat10]. CRC

[Ben06, Cha09, Ful10, Gas04a, Kat05, Kel09a, Spr03, Spr06, Spr08, Was08a]. Creative

[Wal63, Wal90, Mit01a, Dye11]. Creators [Soi09, Gas09c].


Criteria [Lev95]. Critique [Gol92, Har86]. Crochemore


Cryptanalysis

[Bar09, Hin10, Jou09, Wag03, BHT97, Kat05, AY12, Fit11, Roj12].

Cryptanalytic [Yan07, HKR83, Ira12]. cryptarithms [Eps87]. Crypto

[Hon17]. Cryptoclub [Ayu12, BP06]. Cryptocomplexity [Rot05, Fal07].

Cryptographic [Bla12, DiF82, Shp03, Can06, Puc06b, Sha10a].

Cryptography [Bar12, Big08, Bra94a, Buc01, Buc04, CFA+06, DK02, DK07, Elb09, Gol01, HHL00, HPS08, Irw03a, Kat05, KL08, Lee03b, Mol03, Nie02, Puc03, Rot07, Sin99, Sti95, Sti02, Sti06, TW06, Was08b, WK01, Wel05, BB89, BHHR99, Bra94b, BC96, Gol99, Kra07, KGO10, Mou14, Wie87, Kat05, Cou12, Ful10, Gas13f, Lee03a, Low12, Mei10, Mur10, Ree01, Ter11, Was08a, Kat05, Spr03, Ter08]. Cryptological [Lew00, Gas05a]. Cryptology

[Bra90a, Bra89b, Bra89a, Bra90b, Bra95, Fal07, Rot05].

cryptosystem [Bra83, Jor83]. CS&E [Bay95]. CSE [Sta91]. CSE/OR

[Sta89], CSLI [Oli04c]. CSNET [Lan82]. CSP [Pet04, Sch00].
cstheory.stackexchange.com [CEG+10]. cube [Gar08, Gas09h]. Cucker

[McN01a]. Cult [Gas15i]. Culture [Bla12]. Cultures [Sha92].

Cunial [Kel16a]. Cunningham [Gre17h]. Curiosities [Ste99, Gas09h]. Current

[Ros95b]. Currently [Gas06e]. Curriculum [Ros93b]. Curry

[Irw08, Sim00]. Curve [CFA+06, Dey07, Was08a, Sot10]. Curves

[Gas10d, Kob08, Was08b, Che10]. cut [Sub95]. CV [COJ78]. Cvetković

[Bön10a]. Cyber [Cho12]. Cyberspace [Cra03a, Cra03b, Nat07, Nat10].

cycle [Dun86a]. cycles [ER85].

D [Apo11, Azi12b, Azn14, Cao13, Cen11, Che79a, Che82, FM11, Kin15, Mai80, Mat14a, Nag17b, Oli04c, Puc01a, Rau08, Ree77, Rie93, Spr08]. D,R

[Irw03a]. Dagstuhl [FRRS17, KSRS14, Wel14a, Wel17b]. Dahan [Nag13a].

Dahan-Dalmendo [Nag13a]. Dale [Bel14]. Dalmedico [Nag13a]. Dan
[Ben98, Kel16b, Kum12, Mie11]. **Dana** [Mos05]. **Dangerous** [Bla06, Fas04, Gas15d]. **Daniel** [Abr11, Azi11, FM08, Gre17b, Lec10, Mik11, Nag15b, Sni09]. **Danny** [Ron05]. **Danupon** [Ano13]. **Darel** [Xie12]. **Dasgupta** [Kel09b]. **Data** [ABM08, Bar12, EA10, Elb09, Elr11, FGK+02, GT97, GT01, GT04, GT06, GT10, Hau12, Jan10a, MS08, Mie11, Mill7a, Mill7b, Neu10, RZ09, Ros93c, Sal03, Sal05a, Sal07, SD08, Sto02, Tal09, Wei98, Wer10, EKP79, GN07, HR00, KM10, LP92, Nas13, Ra07b, Suc98, GJM02, Wei95c, Mill7b, Dav05, Jan10b, Mas01a, Pap05b]. **Database** [AK90, Chr08a, Gee17, Gro14, KA89b, Kan94, Len08, Pap95, Par98b, Su09, Tan16, Van10, Van06, Via08a, dB06, KA89a, Yan96]. **Databases** [AK90, GMN87, Har86, Lib99, Suc08]. **D'Autre** [Lew78]. **D'autres** [Knu76b]. **Davey** [Coh07]. **David** [Amo99, Bla06, Cad11, Cen15, Cha80, Cou15, Dav05, Dau11, Gal14, Gas01b, GKKK06, Hau12, Jan08a, Jan10b, Kat13b, Mas00b, Mas01b, Nas13, Ogi01, Pap05b, Rie10, Tal09, Wil13]. **Davis** [Kil14a, Kil14b]. **Dawn** [BB89]. **Day** [BBAGP09]. **Daylight** [Gas15c, Gas15c]. **Deadlock** [GL84a, GL84b]. **Death** [yea00b]. **Debate** [Gas10e, Gas10e]. **Deborah** [Kob98]. **decades** [HS12]. **Decidability** [BJK+16, Sti99, Wel16b, Mill7a]. **Deciding** [KA89a, KA89b]. **Decision** [BGG97, BM07, COP01, Che82, Fur11, Irw03b, Joh10, Pat72, Sim04, Weg00, Kul13]. **Decisions** [Sna01, Pri10]. **Declarative** [COP01, Irw03b]. **Decoding** [KS16, Sud00]. **decomposable** [Sch82]. **Decomposition** [Aga91, O'R92a, TF82, Mor76]. **Deconstructing** [Roz03b]. **Deductive** [MW93, Vla94]. **Deep** [Cou11, Pol09]. **defense** [Par86]. **defenses** [Yu11]. **Definition** [Cha70, FM05, Ash72, Ben73b, Lec72, Rob70]. **definitional** [HV95]. **definitions** [All72, CM72, KGO10]. **degree** [Cud69]. **degrees** [Ros98c, Tho93]. **Dekker** [Irw03a]. **Delayed** [JM07]. **Delfs** [Mur10]. **Demaine** [FM11, Apo11]. **demands** [Che07]. **Democritus** [Gre13]. **Denis** [Gas16d]. **denumerable** [Fer05]. **department** [Che77]. **dependence** [Lun71]. **depth** [BGG07]. **derandomization** [Sha10b]. **Derivation** [All72, Sim00, Irw08]. **Derivatives** [Mor85, dJvL75]. **description** [Bur72]. **Descriptions** [TZ16]. **Design** [Baa78, Baa88, BV00, Dav06a, Di95, Fai04, Gol00a, GT02, JK92, Kar11, Lev07, Lev12, LR97, Mav09, Naf04, PD98, Sk198, Ski08, Tse91, Zeu89, Asf82, Apo14a, Che07, Hut01, Ke10b, Pru98, WS11, Kel16a, Lea97, Azn14, Cha12, Mav09, Pap12a]. **designs** [FC83, Sti08]. **Deszö** [ist12]. **detection** [GL84a, GL84b]. **detectors** [Chr05b, Ray05, Rey05]. **determining** [Kos97]. **Deterministic** [Gab10, Zim13]. **Devadoss** [FM14]. **Devdatt** [Sri10]. **Developing** [DLO09]. **Development** [LR76, SS07, Jon72, Lii12, Her77]. **developments** [Gas13c, Ven13a]. **Dexter** [Apo12]. **Dey** [Sot10]. **diagram** [AS91, Cud69]. **Diagrams** [Joh10, Weg00]. **Dialogue** [GKKK06, Fla05]. **dichotomies** [Che11b]. **dictionaries** [GJM02]. **did** [Hil07]. **Dieter** [Dav11, Fah05, Lam13]. **Dietzfelbinger** [Kat06b, Kin15]. **Difference** [EA09, Ela96, Ela99, Ela05]. **Diffie** [Jan08b, Mak99]. **Digital** [ALL08, Gas09a, Kug76a, Che13, Mou15].
digraphs [Sug93]. Dijkstra [Ano13, Mos10, SS04a, SS04b]. Dilemmas
[Pin10, GS08]. DIMACS [AP98, Dav05, Gol00a, GJM02, LB99, PD98,
RW99, WG00, Fei89, Fei90, Ven02]. dimensions [vS15]. Dimitris [Oli04b].
D’Informatique [GP89]. Ding [Cen03]. Ding-Zhu [Cen03]. direct [Gal74].
Directed [TV16, Wel16c]. direction [San84]. directions [CFF+97].
director [Gas07a, Slo07]. DISC [Agu12, AG15, Bon10c, Bor07b, DGW08,
Dol07, FM17, HM11, PT14, Su16, Tie09, Tim13, Goo12]. DISC’00 [Hig01].
DISC’01 [Her02b]. DISC’09 [BBAGP09]. disclosure [JM07]. Discovered
[GW18, Nah04]. Discovery [Lak76, DL79]. Discrete [AP98, BMP05, Eri10,
Gas07d, Gas17d, Mas00b, Oli04c, Rau08, RFR97, Sza12, Ven02,
Wal03, Wal12, Xie12, Abr13, Apo14b, HWR09, Her83, FM14, Kob98].
disclosure [JM07]. Discovered [GW18, Nah04]. Discovery [Lak76, DL79].
Discrete [AP98, BMP05, Eri10, Gas07d, Gas17d, Mas00b, Oli04c, Rau08,
RFR97, Sza12, Ven02, Wal03, Wal12, Xie12, Abr13, Apo14b, HWR09, Her83,
FM14, Kob98].
driven [Kan05, OS14]. Droste [Cad12]. drug [Azn14]. DSN’08 [Kli08]. Dual [Hua14, Chr07]. Duality [Fra84a, Fra84b]. Duan [Mel11]. Dubhashi [Sri10]. Dude [Con09, Gas11a]. Dudley [dOG10, Yan11a]. Dunlap [Cad16]. Durrett [Bón11b]. Duties [Gol09]. Duval [Mor03]. Dwyer [Wan05]. Ed [Mas00a, Mas01a, Zeu89]. Edgar [Gas15c]. Edgar [Gas15e]. Eds [Nag16]. E.-R [Pur93]. Earley [Jon72]. earth [Ven13b]. easy [Gre81, HHH98]. easy-hard [HHH98]. EATCS [Mar09a]. Economics [Ros97b]. ed [Mas00a, Mas01a, Zeu89]. Edgar [Gas15c]. edge [GI91, HK84a, HK84b]. edge-coloring [HK84a, HK84b]. Edited [All98, BS98, Gas15f, Gre18c, Koh98, Nag17b, Nag18, Akr13, Ako99, Cad12, Cha09, Gas99a, Gas99b, Gas04a, Gas07b, Gas10a, Gas13c, Kri99, Lab13, Lev10, Mas00b, Nar14, Neh99, OR99a, Pia13a, Pin10, Puc01a, Sga12, Sog12, Ste12, Wan12, Maz14]. editing [HS98]. Edition [Dek99b, Dek99a, Gas97a, Gas16c, Nag17a, dV16, Avi01, Bón09b, Bón09c, Bón11c, Bón13b, Cohn08, EA09, Fah05, Ham13, Iw03a, Kar11, Kei09d, Lab13, Nag14, Smi00, Spr03, HUM01a]. editor [dOG10, Par00a]. Editors [Joh96a]. Edmonds [Sga09]. Eds [Nag16]. Education [Che11a, Che13, Rog08, Ros92a, Ros92b, Ros92c, Ros93b, Ros93c, Ros93d, Ros94b, Ros94a, Ros94a, Ros95b, Ros95c, Ros95d, Ros95a, Ros95a, Ros96b, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96d, Ros97a, Ros97b, Ros97c, Ros97d, Ros98a, Ros98b, Ros99c, Ros99a, Ros99b, Ros00b, Ros00a, Ros01b, Ros03c, Ros03d, Ros05a, Ros05b, Lev06, Ros06d, Gas07c, Gas16b]. Edward [Gas10e, Gas15c, Gre07, Mos05]. Edwards [Con10, FM09]. effect [Mor83]. Efficient [HL10, Kat12]. efficiently [Fra84a, Fra84b]. efforts [Ros00d]. Egon [Sim04]. Ehrhard [Gas09h, Nag16]. El-Yaniv [You99]. Elaydi [EA09]. Elbirt [Bar12]. Elche [BS09]. Eleanor [Sga13]. Elections [HK05, Pri10, Saa01, Wil10d]. Electronic [Bla12]. elegant [Sei01a]. Elementary [Cou11, Dud09, Led16, Poly09, Yan11a]. Elements [LP98, Sak11, Nis78, Cen15, Kin12]. Edelsis [Gas09h, Gar08]. Eli [Bla06, Kat07, Sta07]. elimination [Chi86]. Ellen [Gas16a]. Elliott [Spr08]. Elliptic [CFA+06, Was08a, Was08b, Che10]. Elsevier [Oli06]. elusive [Lam14]. Elwyn [Nag17a, She13]. embedding [Tur84a, Tur84b]. Emerging [AJK+97, Zom06]. Emile [Mar09a]. Empire [Vuk10]. encodings [Gal74]. Encryption [DL98, DL07, Led16, Jan08b, Kat13a]. encryptors [Mor83]. End [Bra94a, Bra94b, Sta87]. Endriss [Nag17b, Nag18]. Engelfriet [Cad14]. Engineering [AL07, BL06, Bor09a, CH10, Bat93, Gop08, Har95, Mor97, Ros97b, Gre07, KAM13]. Engines [BCC10]. England [Ben98]. enhance [Vis91]. Enhanced [Ros98b]. Enumeration [Aig07, KS99, Boo10]. Enumerative [Cha08, Ham13]. Epic [DPP09]. epistemic [LP07]. equality [Li04]. Equation [Con09b, Mor03, Mor05, Hen83]. Equational [Cal12, Puc05e]. Equations [Ela96, Ela99, Ela05, Gas12a, Ses09, She14, EA09]. equilibria

Fifth [CH14, Dav05, LRV10, GJM02]. Fifty [Ros98a]. Fighting [Vak13].

Figures [Tom89, Tom90, Mat14b]. file [Gup02]. Financial [BO06, Kye09].

find [CK98, HR00, Ram94]. Finding [GKP96]. Finite

[Col08, McBe91, MM07, Nag15b, RS91b, Str94, Bha13, But71, Cul99, Fra84a, Fra84b, GL84a, GL84b, Lei80, Puc05d, Yli05, Gas94, Sha12a]. First.

[Fir15f, Gas15g, Gre17b, Har79, Rod96, Ros93c, DLM07, FKR08, HS12, Sav98, Via08b, Che80, Kuz18]. First-Order [Har79, DLM07]. Fisher

[Gas09b]. fit [KGO10]. Five [Beh08, Gas15g, HN14, Gas09h]. Five-Minute [Beh08]. fixed [Bl08, Kei08d]. fixed-parameter [Bl08, Kei08d]. Flajolet

[Bón10b]. Flannery [GKKK06]. Flipping [Blu83]. Florescu [Gas16b].


folk [Har80]. following [Ros93c]. Fomin [Lam13]. Fontijne [FM08]. Ford

[Cao13]. forecast [Dif82]. Forgot [Gas07c, Lew06]. forgotten [vL74]. form [BF73, Dos87a, Par94, TF82]. Formal

[Bel07, Cha98, Dav06b, Eil76, Gas94, Gin75, Jon72, KGO10, McN04, Par02b, Sch04, Sha09, Str94, Wil10b, Cud09, Sta10]. formalistic [Li12]. Formalizing

[AKGN18, Wel18b]. Forms [BV07, Col10, Sav74, McB91]. Formulas

[Lew79, Old91, Che82, Che82, Pur93]. Fortnow [Gas07h, DW13]. Forum

[Che11a, Ros92a, Ros92b, Ros93b, Ros93c, Ros93d, Ros94b, Ros94a, Ros97a, Ros98a, Che13, Ros92c, Ros96a, Ros96d, Ros97d, Ros98b, Ros99c, Ros99a, Ros00b, Ros01a, Ros01b, Ros03c, Ros03d, Ros05a, Ros05b, Ros95c, Ros95d, Ros96b, Ros96c, Ros97b, Ros97c, Ros99b, Ros00a]. Foundation

[GKP88, Mil13]. Foundations

[APR16, FRSS17, GOL10, GT02, Kii12, MW93, Náv04, Nie02, Puc01a, Sal05b, SLB09, Vla94, Wel16a, Wel17b, Att08, Bau10, Chr05a, Kin14, LO05, Man82a, Man82b, Kat05, Azi10a, Jan08a, Puc03, Ter11]. Four

[Gol06, Klu05a, Ra05c, Car77, Gas14d, Ang76]. four-gadget [Car77]. fourth [GM12]. Framework [JK92, Tse91]. Frameworks [Bau17].
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